
New Farm Neighbourhood Centre
967 Brunswick St, New Farm. ph. 3358 5600
www.communify.org.au

In a therapeutic art space and purpose built Yarning Circle,
you will be offered the coil weaving technique. Weaving can
be helpful to express emotions, ease anxiety and used to
weave your unique story.

Weave with womxn, weaving friendships, strengths and
connection.

Running for 8 weeks, we will cover the origin of weaving,
Australian First Nation healing ; womxns history of fibre
arts around the world and learn about art therapy

Join us for

You are invited to come and weave in a space for womxn

WEAVING
WOMXN
Tuesday 9:30am - 11:30am
New Farm Neighbourhood Centre

Drop-in program, no need to register
Paperwork completed on arrival
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All womxn welcome -  identifying as a woman, femme or non-binary
A confidential & trauma-informed space hosted by an accredited art
therapist & co-facilitated by support worker.
All activities are offered as invitational only, individuals are encouraged
to only do what feels comfortable. It is acknowledged that it is okay to
change your mind at any time.
Both Womxn who have been affected by violence and who haven’t been
are welcome and can gain benefit from the course. 
Potential benefits are layered and include learning the skill of weaving;
connecting with others; having fun; listening to music and recognising
your own unique strengths.
No art making abilities required!
There may be up to 20 participants.
Tea, café coffee, food will be supplied. There is a free community lunch
that happens straight after the group at 12pm!
Buses stop opposite the Neighbourhood Centre on Brunswick Street,
New Farm, and is 5mins walk from New Farm Ferry/CityCat
Attendance at the course can go towards lowering SPER debt.

Simple art therapy techniques identifying strengths. 
Time for weaving; 
Coil weaving technique, the history of it in Australia and worldwide. 
Discussion around the groups experience of weaving/fibre arts.
Guests to talk and teach about weaving in Australia
Simple art therapy techniques to relax and ground 
Session activities are optional.

Sessions will include:

Meet Lisa
Lisa McDonald has a degree in Art Psychotherapy, although some of her
most valuable learning has been through lived experience and supporting
those who have experienced trauma. Lisa does extensive advocacy,
activism and keeps abreast of the latest neuroscientific research into
trauma recovery, which helps to inform her work.
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